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About This Game

Saddle Up to Defend the Realm On Dino-back!

Once a humble farmer’s child, you’ve been accepted into Queen Isobel's Rangers: brave knights who patrol the kingdom of
Pascalia on scaly beasts. But just as you receive your own dino and begin your career as a knight-ranger, you discover evil forces

are converging to destroy the Queen, and Pascalia itself.

DinoKnights is a 177,000-word interactive fantasy novel by K.T. Bryski, where your choices control the story. It's entirely text-
based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Enemies and terrifying foes surround you: but whom should you fear most? The Dread Wizard Sargossa, raising an army of un-
dead dragons, or an enemy much closer to the court—the Queen's own sister, Ermessen? And what about your burgeoning talent

for magic? Will you hone your powers to save your village and fight Sargossa? With a dinosaur at your side and sword in
hand—the realm’s fate rests on you!

 Play as male, female, or non-binary; gay, straight, or ace.

 Choose one of six different dinosaurs as your steed, including allosaurus, triceratops, and velociraptor!

 Foil a palace coup—or join it, instead!
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 Hit the training yard with your dino, or spend your time cozying up to nobles and mages.

 Find love with the royal heir, a charming bard, or a powerful mage!

 Discover your secret, magical heritage.

 Fight to save your own home village from destruction.

 Defend the poorest peasants, or win fame in Royal Tournaments.

Evil is waking, and Pascalia needs you. Will you and your dinosaur answer the call?
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I've never played the board game, but I'm having a blast with this PC version. I've mostly just been playing the AI, but I do have
some turn-based games going too.

I'm really surprised that the game is getting such negative reviews. The interface is a little clumsy, for sure, but it's manageable
once you've gotten used to it. I am at nearly 18 hours already, after only a few days.

Everyone keeps saying that the game is a port from mobile. People have got hung up on this, and they are wrong. These days
developers build games from the ground up, so that they can be released on multiple platforms all at once. It is not a port from a
mobile platform, but a game build decision that makes it possible to actually release it cost effectively for them and at a
reasonable price for us. It also means that players can compete together regardless of the platform they are playing on, which
means multi player games have access to a much bigger player pool.

It seems that many reviewers here would prefer games developers to simply skip the PC market altogether.... The music is really
freaking good. Played on a HTC Vive Pro
This crawling simulator (a 2 year old child moves faster) has on the surface good music and voice narration. The graphics on the
VR version are terrible unlike the normal version which has reasonable graphics.
The snail pace of movement is worse than everybody has gone to the rapture and while i could deal with it in that game due to
their being so much to explore this game was barren by comparison.
The only thing redeeming in this game is the aurora in chapter 4.. Boring and buggy.. In one word? Amazing! It has it all - Great
puzzles, descent horror \ creepy atmosphere and the best ingenious unique locomotion system I have ever seen in VR (more devs
should do this!). It’s just great, and it's a free demo, I'm eagerly waiting for the full game, highly recommended!. Beautiful short
visual novel about a boy who has trouble socializing at school but then makes an unexpected friend while doing his favorite
hobby: picking up shells from the seashore. I won't say anything else to spoil. Very deep message hidden in it. Art reminds me
of Ponyo from Miyazaki too.. Not enough plot, in both ways.
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Is good Boss nice skins. Tsudoishi hoshi ga hitotsu ni naru toki, aratana kizuna ga mirai wo terasu! Hikari sasu michi tonare!
Rimitto \u014cb\u0101 Akuseru Shinkuro! Shinka no hikari, Sh\u016btingu Ku\u0113s\u0101 Doragon!!!. This game is a fun
simulation of the decline of the USSR that balances the complexity of geopolitics and the fun of shaping the world to make an
enjoyable, yet imperfect experience. The gameplay revolves around managing the spending of the USSR, maintaining
international diplomatic relations, and gently stepping through domestic policy. This means you'll have to lose a few times
before you start to get the hang of the game. The main flaws of the game, however, are the poor job done to explain what
everything does (you won't figure out what funding something does until someone gets mad at you for cutting their pay) and the
English translation, which is somewhat sloppy at times. At $4.99 it's worth the buy but on sale it's especially worth picking up..
Ok to keep it short and simple. If you like idle games you will find this game appealing. If you do not like idle games stay away
from it .

The game is pretty simple you are a coward but to still reap the rewards of dungeon crawling you hire soda addicts in the local
bar to do your job. You can set the group on automatic mode or use their ability on your own. Playing the group on your own is
pretty repitive therefor i set it on automatic. It's a simple yet fun idle game :)

8\/10. Fun. Unless your the Omegaladon.. I loved the game, so cute! Lovable characters and humorous, engaging dialogue.
Definitely recommend playing it.

Only issue is I have no idea how to unlock the other love story paths aside from Cat's path, or maybe they yet to be resleased.. i
wonder why im not allowed on trains anymore. Dragon Age (1-3) Mass Effec (1-3) The Wicher (1-3) Jade Empire and Venetica
are the best RPGs I\u00b4ve played
so far

What I like:
Venetica is a pretty good game and it\u00b4s landscapes are beautiful.
The tavern song is freakin awesome a real earworm everytime I think of Venetica I go like: Send my ships to he Islands far
away bringing silk and gold and silver to the bay...

what I don\u00b4t like:

Leon - the most annoying person in the game
. achievements hunt only. No strategy. Complete chaos. Not even worth $1.00
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